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The task of classifying the entanglement properties of a multipartite quantum state poses a remarkable chal-
lenge due to the exponentially increasing number of ways in which quantum systems can share quantum correla-
tions. Tackling such challenge requires a combination of sophisticated theoretical and computational techniques.
In this paper we combine machine-learning tools and the theory of quantum entanglement to perform entangle-
ment classification for multipartite qubit systems in pure states. We use a parameterisation of quantum systems
using artificial neural networks in a restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) architecture, known as Neural Net-
work Quantum States (NNS), whose entanglement properties can be deduced via a constrained, reinforcement
learning procedure. In this way, Separable Neural Network States (SNNS) can be used to build entanglement
witnesses for any target state.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the size of a quantum system grows, the number of
accessible states, and thus the Hilbert space dimension,
scales exponentially. Therefore, the amount of informa-
tion required for a complete description of a many-body
quantum state quickly grows uncontrollably. For this rea-
son, as exact descriptors of many-body systems becomes
intractable, we should quickly turn to mathematical mod-
els for the simulation of quantum states.
Very recently, machine learning has become a promi-
nent numerical tool for the assessment of problems of
overwhelming complexity, with applications in many ar-
eas of physics [1–3]. In particular, Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) architectures have been shown to pro-
vide excellent representations of quantum systems, due
to their efficiency in dimensional reduction, and suffi-
cient expressive power to provide efficient simulations
and insight in quantum problems with high dimensional
Hilbert spaces, inaccessible by many other analytical or
numerical means. A key instance of problems where
ANN-based approaches hold the promises for a game-
changing contribution is the discrimination of entangled
and separable states, which is a known NP-hard classifi-
cation problem in quantum information processing [4].
In this work, we employ the recently introduced neural
network quantum states (NNSs) [5], which are ANN ar-
chitectures of the restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM)
form, to build an accurate entanglement-separability
classifier that we show to be effective in both wit-
nessing multipartite entangled states and identify the
k-inseparability class of generic multipartite quantum
states. Our tool requires minimum adaptation to the
form of possible input states, as we show by addressing
various multipartite qubit states, including linear clus-
ter states, which are crucial resources for measurement-
based for quantum computation [6].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
In Sec. II we introduce the concept of NNS and their pa-
rameterization, while Sec. III is dedicated to our strat-
egy for the characterization of pure multipartite entan-
gled states. In Sec. IV we present the results of our anal-
ysis for a series of benchmark examples including linear
cluster states, while Sec. V is for our conclusions and a
sketch of our future directions of investigation.
II. NEURAL NETWORK STATES
As mentioned above, NNSs provide a parameterisa-
tion for the wavefunction of quantum systems by means
of RBM-like architectures [5], which have recently re-
ceived considerable attention [7]. RBMs consist of a
single visible and hidden layer of neurons, mediated by
weighted inter-layer connections and with no intra-layer
links. The visible layer embodies the physical degrees of
freedom of the system, whilst the hidden one is used to
distribute information across the network. The optimiza-
tion of the latter is the intrinsic purpose of any ANN.
We consider a generic, pure NNS with N discrete-
valued degrees of freedom, for example a system of
N qubits ~s = {si}i=1,...,N , as a visible layer of binary-
valued neurons, fully connected to a hidden layer of H
hidden binary-valued neurons ~h = {h j} j=1,...,H , where
si, h j = {−1, 1}. These connections are mediated by the
variational parameters of the network Ω = {ai, b j,Wi j}.
The wavefunction of this state is thus given by
ΨΩ(~s,~h) =
∑
~h
e
∑
i siai+
∑
i jWi jh j si+
∑
j h jb j . (1)
The hidden layer of binary neurons ~h can be readily
traced out, due to the lack of intra-layer connections, thus
providing a representation depending only on Ω and the
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FIG. 1. Illustration of a N-qubit NNS based on a RBM of N bi-
nary artificial visible neurons, and H binary artificial hidden
neurons used to mediate the correlations within the system.
There are NH weighted connections and N + H total neural
biases.
physical spin-like variables in the visible layer
 ⌦(~s) = e
P
i siai
Y
j
2 cosh
⇣X
i
Wi j si + b j
⌘
. (2)
The actual NNS can thus be written as | ⌦i =P
~s ⌦(~s) |~si (up to an irrelevant normalisation constant).
Note that this ansatz describes pure states.
III. PURE STATE ENTANGLEMENT
CLASSIFICATION
The non-local features of the RBM architecture al-
lows for the assessment of entanglement throughout the
system. The capacity of the NNS to represent multi-
partite entangled state is based on the amount of net-
work parameters being exploited [8]. Utilising more hid-
den neurons in the RBM structure increases the sets of
weights and biases, and thus the usefulness of the net-
work state. However, representing a pure state via the
ansatz in Eq. (2) requires the exact parameterisation of
the N-qubit state in terms of the neural network set of
parameters ⌦ = {ai, b j,Wi j}. Fortunately, NNS are con-
structed so that they can undergo variational evolution
using a learning-optimisation procedure. Therefore it
is straightforward to implement a learning scheme that
variationally evolves a NNS | ⌦i into a known target
state |'i through the maximisation of state fidelity.
Under the assumption that any entangled state is learn-
able, it is interesting to investigate the relationship be-
tween the set of parameters entering a NNS and the sep-
arability properties of the state. We will see that the use
of Separable Neural Network States (SNNS) in conjunc-
tion with such a fidelity-maximisation learning scheme,
target states can be classified based on their entanglement
properties.
A. Quantum state representation and translation
In order to provide a systematic way of translating
generic N-qubit states into a form represented by a NNS,
we use the following approach: Given a blank NNS
| ⌦i with N visible neurons, H hidden neurons, param-
etezised by a the set ⌦, and given a target state |'i, we
wish to optimise ⌦ in a way that | ⌦i most closely ap-
proximates |'i. This can be achieved using a learning
procedure that iteratively updates ⌦ = {ai, b j,Wi j} so as
to achieve the set ⌦0 for which the fidelity between the
NNS and the target state is maximum 8i 2 [1,N],8 j 2
[1,H]. As the target state is known and fixed throughout
the entire optimisation, state fidelity can be computed as
a multi-variable function dependent on the neural net-
work parameters as
F(⌦) =
s
|h ⌦|'i|2
h ⌦| ⌦i h'|'i . (3)
The quantities in this expression can be computed as
classical expectation values over probability distributions
defined by the state at hand, which delivers a readily
computable fidelity between the adaptive RBM state and
the target state [9]
F(⌦) =
vt"P
~s ('/ ⌦)| ⌦|2P
~s | ⌦|2
# 2666664P~s ( ⇤⌦/'⇤)|'|2P
~s |'|2
3777775
=
s*
'
 ⌦
+
 ⌦
*
 ⌦
'
+⇤
'
,
(4)
where, generally, hAi↵ denotes a statistical expectation
value of the quantity A over the probability distribu-
tion ↵. Computation of these expectation values can be
achieved via standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo tech-
niques. This quantity can then be used to implement a
learning scheme in which at every iteration of the opti-
misation, the network parameters are adjusted to provide
a positive fidelity gradient, until convergence at a max-
imum (ideally unit) value is achieved. In practice, it is
more convenient to consider the negative logarithm of
the overlap as it possesses a more compact form of gra-
dient, converting this maximisation into a minimisation.
Defining Oi = @⌦i ln( ⌦), the loss function and its gra-
dients for this learning scheme are given formally as
L(⌦) =   log(F(⌦)),
@⌦iL(⌦) = hO⇤i i ⌦  
D
('/ ⌦),O⇤i
E
 ⌦
h'/ ⌦i ⌦
.
(5)
With this at hand, we can now construct a learning
scheme using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Up-
dates to the ith network parameter of the RBMwavefunc-
tion at the kth iteration will be given by
⌦k+1i = ⌦
k
i   ⌘ @⌦ki hL(⌦)i , (6)
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nary artificial visible neurons, and H binary artificial hidden
neurons used to mediate the correlations within the system.
There are NH weighted connections and N + H total neural
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physical spin-like variables in the visible layer
ΨΩ(~s) = e
∑
i siai
∏
j
2 cosh
(∑
i
Wi jsi + b j
)
. (2)
The actual NNS can thus be written as |ΨΩ〉 =∑
~s ΨΩ(~s) |~s〉 (up to an irrelevant normalisation constant).
Note that this ansatz describes pure states.
III. PURE STATE ENTANGLEMENT
CLASSIFICATION
The non-local features of the RBM architecture al-
lows for the assessment of entanglement throughout the
system. The capacity of the NNS to represent multi-
partite entangled state is based on the amount of net-
work parameters being exploited [8]. Utilising more hid-
den neurons in the RBM structure increases the sets of
weights and biases, and thus the usefulness of the net-
work state. However, representing a pure state via the
ansatz in Eq. (2) requires the exact parameterisation of
the N-qubit state in terms of the neural network set of
parameters Ω = {ai, b j,Wi j}. Fortunately, NNS are con-
structed so that they can undergo variational evolution
using a learning-optimisation procedure. Therefore it
is str ightforward to implement a learning scheme that
variationally evolves a NNS |ΨΩ〉 into a known target
state |ϕ〉 through the maximisation of state fidelity.
Under the assumption that any entangled state is learn-
able, it is interesting to investigate the relationship be-
tween the set of parameters entering a NNS and the sep-
arability properties of the state. We will see that the use
of Separable Neural Network States (SNNS) in conjunc-
tion with such a fidelity-maximisation learning scheme,
target states can be classified based on their entanglement
properties.
A. Quantum state representation and translation
In order to provide a systematic way of translating
generic N-qubit states into a form represented by a NNS,
we use the following approach: Given a blank NNS
|ΨΩ〉 with N visible neurons, H hidden neurons, param-
etezised by a the set Ω, and given a target state |ϕ〉, we
wish to optimise Ω in a way that |ΨΩ〉 most closely ap-
proximates |ϕ〉. This can be achieved using a learning
procedure that iteratively updates Ω = {ai, b j,Wi j} so as
to achieve the set Ω′ for which the fidelity be ween the
NNS and the target state is maximum ∀i ∈ [1,N],∀ j ∈
[1,H]. As the target state is known and fixed throughout
the entire optimisation, state fidelity can be computed as
a multi-variable function dependent on the neural net-
work parameters as
F(Ω) =
√
|〈ΨΩ|ϕ〉|2
〈ΨΩ|ΨΩ〉 〈ϕ|ϕ〉 . (3)
The quantities in this expression can be computed as
classical expectation values over probability distributions
defined by the state at hand, which delivers a readily
computable fidelity between the adaptive RBM state and
the target state [9]
F(Ω) =
√[∑
~s (ϕ/ΨΩ)|ΨΩ|2∑
~s |ΨΩ|2
] ∑~s (Ψ∗Ω/ϕ∗)|ϕ|2∑
~s |ϕ|2

=
√〈
ϕ
ΨΩ
〉
ΨΩ
〈
ΨΩ
ϕ
〉∗
ϕ
,
(4)
where, generally, 〈A〉α denotes a statistical expectation
value of the quantity A over the probability distribu-
tion α. Computation of these expectation values can be
achieved via standard Markov Chain Monte Carlo tech-
niques. This quantity can then be used to implement a
learning scheme in which at every iteration of the opti-
misation, the network parameters are adjusted to provide
a positive fidelity gradi nt, until convergence a a max-
imum (ideally unit) value is achieved. In practice, it is
more convenient to consider the negative logarithm of
the overlap as it possesses a more compact form of gr -
dient, converting this maximisation into a minimisation.
Defining Oi = ∂Ωi ln(ΨΩ), the loss function and its gra-
3dients for this learning scheme are given formally as
L(Ω) = − log(F(Ω)),
∂ΩiL(Ω) = 〈O∗i 〉ΨΩ −
〈
(ϕ/ΨΩ),O∗i
〉
ΨΩ
〈ϕ/ΨΩ〉ΨΩ
.
(5)
With this at hand, we can now construct a learning
scheme using stochastic gradient descent (SGD). Up-
dates to the ith network parameter of the RBM wavefunc-
tion at the kth iteration will be given by
Ωk+1i = Ω
k
i − η ∂Ωki 〈L(Ω)〉 , (6)
where η is the learning rate of the process. Over enough
iterations and a small enough learning rate, convergence
is guaranteed, and the network variational state is op-
timised to reconstruct the desired target state. The lat-
ter can be generally represented as a sum of Kronecker
functions with unique probability amplitudes ϕ(~s j) =∑2N
i=1 αiδ(si, s j) where δ(si, s j) is equal to unity if and only
if si = s j. However, the use of such Kronecker func-
tions within the target wavefunction provide a very dif-
ficult optimisation problem for the learning procedure,
due to the infinite magnitude of the gradients on the as-
sociated free-energy surface. By smoothing the target
wavefunction into a sum over Gaussians, the task be-
comes much more manageable, while retaining accuracy
if sufficiently small variances are used. The wavefunc-
tion for this approximation to the target state thus be-
comes ϕ(~s j) ≈ ∑2Ni=1 αie−(βi−β j)2/σ2 , where βk = bin(~sk) is
the binary conversion of the kth N-qubit basis state, and
σ2 is the variance of the Gaussian packet.
The ability of an NNS to represent local phase within
a target state is dictated by the nature of the ANN pa-
rameters. A NNS with complex weights and biases is
able to generate generally complex amplitudes such that
ΨΩ(~s) = reiϕ (r ∈ R, ϕ ∈ [0, 2pi]) for some input vec-
tor of qubit configurations. Thus, NNS with purely real
parameters are only capable of simulating positive wave-
functions, up to a global phase factor.
However, introducing a non-trivial phase structure into
a target state increases the complexity of the optimisation
problem. It is instructive to instead utilise an additional
layer of hidden neurons, ~l = {l}k=1,...,M with an associated
set of weights and biases Ξ = {ci, dk,Uik} dedicated to
learning local phase factors of a target state [10]. Thus
the original hidden layer ~h and its weights and biases Ω
becomes the dedicated amplitude-learning parameter set
(see Fig. 2). This introduces a new global NNS ansatz,
combining the contribution of both layers, and reading
|ΨΩ,Ξ〉 =
∑
~s
e2ipi ΦΞ(~s)ΨΩ(~s) |~s〉 (7)
with ΦΞ(~s) ∈ [0, 1]. In our numerical experiments on
target-state reconstruction, the method of natural gradi-
ent descent [11] was found to be more effective than that
3
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FIG. 2. Graphical depiction of a NNS describing a system of N
qubits, using a RBMmachine of N binary artificial visible neu-
rons, H binary artificial hidden neurons and M binary artificial
hidden neurons that mediate amplitude and phase correlations,
respectively. There are N(H + M) weighted connections and
2N + H + M total neural biases.
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FIG. 3. Geometric representation of the hierarchy of multipar-
tite entangled states for N-partite quantum states. For every
partition of an N party system, there exists a set of states that
admit K-separability, UK . States that are K separable are also
representable as (K + 1)-separable states, thus UK ⇢ UK+1 ✓ U
(where U is the total set of states). If a state ⇢ 2 U but
⇢ < UK ,8K 2 [2,N], then ⇢ is genuinely multipartite entan-
gled [12].
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X
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with  ⌅(~s) 2 [0, 1]. In our numerical experiments on
target-state reconstruction, the method of natural gradi-
ent descent [11] was found to be more e↵ective than that
of stochastic gradient descent, ans is thus adopted in what
follows. Updates to the ith parameter of the network at
the kth iteration are thus given by
⌅k+1i = ⌅
k
i   ⌘
X
j
hS i ji 1 f j (8)
where hS i ji denotes the elements of a covariance matrix
and f j the elements of a generalised force vector, both
defined in Appendix A. The updates to ⌅ki in Eq. (8) are
based on a natural metric of the variational subspace be-
ing explored, which greatly enhances the optimisation
process.
From this point forward we omit reference to the phase
learning layer unless required, but recognise that its ap-
plication is synonymous with the original NNS design.
B. Separable neural network states and multipartite
entanglement
The ability to e↵ectively enforce properties of separa-
bility onto a NNS is extremely useful and integral to the
entanglement classification protocol addressed in this pa-
per. In order to enforce a particular form of separability
into a pure multipartite state, we must first determine the
number of ways in which it may possess entanglement.
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number of ways in wh ch it may possess entanglement.
An N-qubit pure quantum state is said to be K-separable
if it is the tensor product of K = 2, ..,N parties of the to-
tal system, where N-separability coincides with full sep-
arability. Differently, if a state is genuinely multipartite
entangled it cannot be factorised into any tensor product
representation (K = 1).
We define a pure K-separable state |Ψ〉 = ⊗Ki=1 |ψSi〉,
such that S = {Si}i=1,...,K is a set of K disjoint subsets of
the N parties of the total quantum system, i.e. Si ∩ S j =
∅, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}.
However, at the level of constructing specific separa-
bility sets according to S = {Si}i=1,...,K , the number of
ways a K-separable state can be invoked is highly de-
generate (cf. Appendix B). Therefore, one can describe
a state as K j-separable (i.e. a K-subseparability) (with
j ∈ [1, PK] where PK is the degeneracy of K partition-
ing) in order to specify the exact form of K-separability
being addressed.
We are thus left to deduce a translation of K j-
separability from its fundamental definition into a set of
relations for the parameter set of th NNS. Given a set of
partitions {Sm}m=1,...,K we wis t find the network con-
ditions such that the NNS with N visible neurons and H
hidden neurons can only reproduce states with such form
of separability. This can be achiev d by solv ng h fol-
lowing equation
ΨΩ(~s) = e
∑
i siai
H∏
j=1
K∏
k=1
ψSk , j
= e
∑
i siai
H∏
j=1
2 cosh
(∑
i
Wi jsi + b j
)
,
(9)
where ψSk is an ansatz for a “local” wavefunction for
each collection of entangled qubits. In this way we are
requesting that ΨΩ(~s) takes a desired product form, and
the required conditions can thus be derived from of the
solutions of
H∏
j=1
K∏
k=1
ψSk , j =
H∏
j=1
2 cosh
(∑
i
Wi jsi + b j
)
(10)
since identical products are taken over the hidden neu-
rons in both cases. The goal of this task is to transform
the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (10), currently capable
of describing all forms of separable states, into a form
that aligns with the left-hand side (LHS) and therefore
the separability properties of the state.
This separation can be achieved by performing seg-
mentations of the neural network architecture according
to the separability being imposed. Each set of poten-
tially entangled qubits Sm is fully connected to a ded-
icated set of hidden neurons Hm (Wi∈Sm, j∈Hm , 0),
but are fully disconnected to all other hidden neurons
(Wi∈Sm, j<Hm = 0). Thus, there exist K disjoint sets of
hidden neurons {Hm}i=1,...,K corresponding to K disjoint
sets of qubits {Sm}m=1,...,K . Performing this segmentation,
the RHS of Eq. (10) becomes
K∏
m=1
∏
j∈Hm
2 cosh
(∑
i∈Sm
Wm jsi + b j
)
, (11)
In this way, an N-qubit K j-Separable Neural Network
State (SNNS) is defined as an RBM with N visi-
ble neurons segmented into disjoint sets {Sm}m=1,...,K
and H hidden neurons segmented into disjoint sets
{Hm}m=1,...,K mediated by complex variational parameters
Ω =
{
ai, b j,Wi j} with the property
Wi∈Sm, j<Hm = 0, ∀

i ∈ [0,N],
j ∈ [0,H],
m ∈ [0,K].
(12)
Such separable network architecture generally relies on
a larger number of hidden neurons than that of a conven-
tional NNS, due to the need for dedicated sets of neurons
for each separable subsystem of the N-qubit set. How-
ever, it is important to recognise that this increase in hid-
den neurons does not decrease the efficiency of the opti-
misation procedure. This is because the null weights in
Wi j (disconnections) do not require updates during the
learning protocol, and can thus be ignored. Hence the
number of meaningful parameters in Wi j is given by
|ΩSep| = N + H +
K∑
m=1
|Hm||Sm|, (13)
which is comparable with the number of parameters
|ΩFree| = N + H + NH in a free learner. This returns
the computational complexity of the learning regime for
SNNS to that of a typical quantum state reconstruction.
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An N-qubit pure quantum state is said to be K-separable
if it is the tensor product of K = 2, .., N parties of the to-
tal system, where N-separability coincides with full sep-
arability. Di↵erently, if a state is genuinely multipartite
entangled it cannot be factorised into any tensor product
representation (K = 1).
We define a pure K-separable state | i = NKi=1 | Sii,
such that S = {Si}i=1,...,K is a set of K disjoint subsets of
the N parties of the total quantum system, i.e. Si \ S j =
;, 8i, j 2 {1, . . . , K}.
However, at the level of constructing specific separa-
bility sets according to S = {Si}i=1,...,K , the number of
ways a K-separable state can be invoked is highly de-
generate (cf. Appendix B). Therefore, one can describe
a state as Kj-separable (i.e. a K-subseparability) (with
j 2 [1, PK] where PK is the degeneracy of K partition-
ing) in order to specify the exact form of K-separability
being addressed.
We are thus left to deduce a translation of Kj-
separability from its fundamental definition into a set of
relations for the parameter set of the NNS. Given a set of
partitions {Sm}m=1,...,K we wish to find the network con-
ditions such that the NNS with N visible neurons and H
hidden neurons can only reproduce states with such form
of separability. This can be achieved by solving the fol-
lowing equation
 ⌦(~s) = e
P
i siai
HY
j=1
KY
k=1
 Sk , j
= e
P
i siai
HY
j=1
2 cosh
⇣X
i
Wi j si + b j
⌘
,
(9)
where  Sk is an ansatz for a “local” wavefunction for
each collection of entangled qubits. In this way we are
requesting that  ⌦(~s) takes a desired product form, and
the required conditions can thus be derived from of the
solutions of
HY
j=1
KY
k=1
 Sk , j =
HY
j=1
2 cosh
⇣X
i
Wi j si + b j
⌘
(10)
since identical products are taken over the hidden neu-
rons in both cases. The goal of this task is to transform
the right-hand side (RHS) of Eq. (10), currently capable
of describing all forms of separable states, into a form
that aligns with the left-hand side (LHS) and therefore
the separability properties of the state.
This separation can be achieved by performing seg-
mentations of the neural network architecture according
to the separability being imposed. Each set of poten-
tially entangled qubits Sm is fully connected to a ded-
icated set of hidden neurons Hm (Wi2Sm, j2Hm , 0),
but are fully disconnected to all other hidden neurons
(Wi2Sm, j<Hm = 0). Thus, there exist K disjoint sets of
hidden neurons {Hm}i=1,...,K corresponding to K disjoint
S1
b j
S2
ai
SK
H1 H2 HK
~s
~h
FIG. 4. Graphical depiction of a N-qubit Kj-SNNS based on
a RBM of N binary artificial visible neurons and H binary ar-
tificial hidden neurons that mediate the correlations within the
system. Separability under the set of partitions {Sm}m=1,...,K is
enforced by performing segmentations throughout the network.
Each set of qubits Sm is fully connected to a set of hidden
neurons Hm (|Hm| , |Sm| generally) but is independent from
all other hidden neurons. There are
PK
m=1 |Hm||Sm| non-zero
weighted connections, and N + H neural biases.
sets of qubits {Sm}m=1,...,K . Performing this segmentation,
the RHS of Eq. (10) becomes
KY
m=1
Y
j2Hm
2 cosh
⇣X
i2Sm
Wm jsi + b j
⌘
, (11)
In this way, an N-qubit Kj-Separable Neural Network
State (SNNS) is defined as an RBM with N visi-
ble neurons segmented into disjoint sets {Sm}m=1,...,K
and H hidden neurons segmented into disjoint sets
{Hm}m=1,...,K mediated by complex variational parameters
⌦ =
 
ai, b j,Wi j with the property
Wi2Sm, j<Hm = 0, 8
8>>>><>>>>:
i 2 [0, N],
j 2 [0, H],
m 2 [0, K].
(12)
Such separable network architecture generally relies on
a larger number of hidden neurons than that of a conven-
tional NNS, due to the need for dedicated sets of neurons
for each separable subsystem of the N-qubit set. How-
ever, it is important to recognise that this increase in hid-
den neurons does not decrease the e ciency of the opti-
misation procedure. This is because the null weights in
Wi j (disconnections) do not require updates during the
learning protocol, and can thus be ignored. Hence the
number of meaningful parameters inWi j is given by
|⌦Sep| = N + H +
KX
m=1
|Hm||Sm|, (13)
which is comparable with the number of parameters
|⌦Free| = N + H + NH in a free learner. This returns
the computational complexity of the learning regime for
SNNS to that of a typical quantum state reconstruction.
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C. Entanglement Classification
With the necessary tools in place, an entanglement
classification protocol can be devised. The maximum fi-
delity learning regi e allows a blank, randomised NNS
to undergo variational evolution in order to converge to-
wards a pre-defined pure quantum state, and accurately
simulate the target one. Such learning process operates
under the assumption that the target state is si ulatable
by the the NNS being utilised. If a typical NNS is used
then this is true, as there are no restrictions/rule on the
values the network parameters can take. In this way we
call generic NNS free learners of target states.
However, if one uses a K-separable SNNS, this is not
necessarily the case. A K-separable SNNS is a neural
network state that possesses network parameters in ac-
cordance with Eq. (12) which can only simulate states
with this form of K-separability. Therefore, if a K-
separable SNNS (or restricted learner) is used in co -
junction with the maximum fidelity learning scheme in
order to reconstruct a pure state |ϕ〉, it will only achieve
maximum fidelity if the target state is also K-separable.
Otherwise, if the target state is in fact K′-separable the
SNNS will learn to optimise its fidelity to the maximum
value that a K-separable state can achieve with the K′-
separable state |ϕ〉. If K′-separability is a higher order of
entanglement than K, then the optimised fidelity will be
a value less that unity. Yet if K′-separability is a lower
order of entanglement, then it will be representable as
K-separable also.
The classification protocol thus follows: For a pure
N-partite quantum state |ϕ〉 which can be optimally re-
constructed via unrestricted maximal fidelity learning, if
a K j-separable SNNS |ΨK jΩ 〉 (defined by the set of dis-
joint sets of qubits {Si}i=1,...,K) is unable to reconstruct |ϕ〉
through the same optimisation scheme
|ΨFreeΩ 〉 −−−−−→optimise |Ψ
Free
Ω′ 〉 ≡ |ϕ〉 ,
|ΨK j
Ω
〉 −−−−−→
optimise
|ΨK j
Ω′〉 ≡ |ϕ′〉 . |ϕ〉 ,
(14)
then the target state |ϕ〉must possess entanglement within
at least one of the partitions Si. This approach provides
valid separability criteria for conclusive classification of
pure quantum states.
D. Witnesses and measures
The construction of a reliable and consistent entan-
glement classification procedure requires a quantifiable
measure of performance for NNS target state reconstruc-
tions. As ANN learning is numerical in nature, it may
be prone to statistical errors and possible flaws due to the
size of Hilbert space being explored, and infinite possible
variational updates that can be made. Hence, we resort
to statistics to combat this.
Consider a classification protocol which uses a re-
stricted learner |ΨK
Ω
〉 in order to classify this form of en-
tanglement for a target state |ϕ〉, achieving a set of fi-
delities {F iK}i=1,...,M over all the learning operations. In
order to build a level of reliability and confidence, this
protocol is performed M times so to calculate an av-
erage fidelity and their variance 〈FK〉 = ∑Mi=1 F iK/M,
(∆FK)2 = 〈F2K〉 − 〈FK〉2. Given enough samples M and
enough hidden neurons (and thus free parameters) to en-
sure sufficient expressive power, we can define a perfor-
mance set FK = [〈FK〉 − |∆FK |, 〈FK〉 + |∆FK |] that de-
scribes a window of reliability in the particular, separable
learner being employed. Doing so equivalently for the
free learner |ΨFree
Ω
〉 is also extremely important, provid-
ing a benchmark for the performance of the NNS without
entanglement property restrictions. In fact, the learning
performance of any restricted learner can be expressed
relative to the behaviour of the free learner, and provides
a systematic method for conclusive entanglement classi-
fication. In general there are two cases in doing this
• FK ∩ FFree , ∅. In this case there is an inter-
section between the computed fidelity of the re-
stricted learner and the free learner, meaning that
we can classify this state as possessing entan-
glement properties according to this form of K-
separability.
• FK ∩ FFree = ∅. In this case there is no intersec-
tion between the computed fidelity of the restricted
learner and the free learner. In this case the learner
has only been able to reconstruct (ideally) the clos-
est state to |ϕ〉 that possesses entanglement proper-
ties according to |ΨK
Ω
〉.
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FIG. 5. Classification of two-qubit quantum states. Panel (a)
reports the learning paths of a free learner | Free
⌦
i (blue) and
a separable learner (orange) attempting to reconstruct a two
qubit Bell state | +i = (|01i + |10i)/p2 such that the separa-
ble learner | 1|2
⌦
i is unable to acquire a maximal fidelity, whilst
the free learner easily achieves unit fidelity. Instead, | 1|2
⌦
i con-
verges to the maximum fidelity that the set of separable states
can acquire with | +i, which is 1/p2. Panel (b) illustrates the
behaviour of both the entangled learner | Free
⌦
i and the separa-
ble learner | 1|2
⌦
i converging to unit fidelity while reconstruct-
ing a separable two qubit state |'i = |+i1 |0i2.
manifested within the target state. Defining the relative
fidelity
RKj =
hFKji
hFFreei , (15)
an approximate, local entanglement measure can be de-
vised in accordance with the general properties of an en-
tanglement measure [13]
EKj = 1  R2Kj . (16)
Note that we now refer to Kj-separability, such that this
is a sub-genre of the more general K-separability. Classi-
fication does not necessarily require this distinction, but
measurement of Kj-separability is not a complete reflec-
tion of K-separability, as there exist PK   1 other con-
tributions to this measure. Thus, a complete measure of
K-separability requires an analysis of all such contribu-
tions.
The quantifier in Eq. (16) is inspired from the
well known Geometric Measure of Entanglement
(GME) [14]. The quantity EKj strives at quantifying the
lack of representability according to Kj-separability. In
an ideal scenario, all optimisation procedures are per-
fectly convergent such that for a target state |'i, any
SNNS | Kj
⌦
i will reconstruct the closest Kj-separable
state to the target state |'0Kji. One can define the over-
lap between such states as the critical fidelity
↵Kj = maxKj-sep
kh'|'0Kjik, (17)
as it defines maximum fidelity between a target state and
the set of Kj-separable states. In such ideal case, the
relative fidelity and local entanglement measure become
RKj =
| h'|'0Kji |q
h'0Kj |'0Kji h'|'i
= kh'|'0Kjik (18)
so thatRKj recovers the critical fidelity and EKj the GME
for multipartite, pure state entanglement.
IV. RESULTS
The following results and simulations are used to illus-
trate the e↵ectiveness of the entanglement classification
protocol. We begin with the simplest classification prob-
lem of bipartite separability and proceed to more com-
plex states of up to six qubits. Such sizes allow for the in-
vestigation of non-trivial multipartite entangled systems
without the complications entailed by large many-body
systems. Each classification is characterised by a “learn-
ing path” which depicts the evolution of the fidelity of the
free learner and a separable learner throughout the state
reconstruction procedure. Learning paths which follow a
convergent trajectory towards unit fidelity indicate a cor-
rect classification of the state with the separability prop-
erties of the learner in question. Paths which converge
with sub-optimal fidelities, or which do not converge at
all, indicate a witnessing of entanglement with respect to
the appropriate form of separability.
We start addressing the two-qubit case, a situation for
which entanglement classification is a binary decision
problem as a pure two-qubit state is simply either en-
tangled or fully separable. Fig. 5 illustrates the use of
SNNS for classification purposes when the target state
is either the Bell state | +i = (|01i12 + |10i12)/
p
2 or
the separable state |'i = |+i1 |0i2 with  x |+i = |+i and
 x the x Pauli matrix. The learning paths of the SNNS
performs the classification successfully, whilst the free,
entangled learner learns both states with ease. Note that
SNNS when targeting the Bell state achieves a fidelity
of F1|2 ⇡ 1/
p
2 which aligns with the maximum over-
lap between any Bell state and the set of all separable
bipartite states.
Increasing the target system size to three qubits im-
mediately increases the complexity of the classification
problem, such that a state is tripartite entangled, bisepa-
rable (which is three-fold degenerate) or fully separable.
The degeneracy of biseparability is due to the arrange-
ment of entanglement between parties, which the appro-
priate SNNS are able to distinguish. Fig. 6 displays the
ability of SNNS to both detect K-separability and iden-
tify the particular permutation of entangled parties (Kj-
separability). A similar investigation is illustrated for the
four/six qubit cases in Fig. 7, which show the power of
the classification protocol that is capable of providing
complete entanglement descriptions of pure target states.
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vised in accordance ith the general properties of an en-
tangle ent easure [13]
EKj = 1   2Kj . (16)
Note that we now refer to Kj-separability, such that this
is a sub-genre of the more general K-separability. Classi-
fication does not necessarily require this distinction, but
measurement of Kj-separability is not a complete reflec-
tion of K-separability, as there exist PK   1 other con-
tributions to this measure. Thus, a complete measure of
K-separability requires an analysis of all such contribu-
tions.
The quantifier in Eq. (16) is inspired from the
well known Geometric Measure of Entanglement
(GME) [14]. The quantity EKj strives at quantifying the
lack of representability according to Kj-separability. In
an ideal scenario, all optimisation procedures are per-
fectly convergent such that for a target state |'i, any
SNNS | Kj
⌦
i will reconstruct the closest Kj-separable
state to the target state |'0Kji. One can define the over-
lap between such states as the critical fidelity
↵Kj = maxKj-sep
kh'|'0Kjik, (17)
as it defines maximum fidelity between a target state and
the set of Kj-separable states. In such ideal case, the
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e start addressing the t o-qubit case, a situation for
hich entangle ent classification is a binary decision
proble as a pure t o-qubit state is si ply either en-
tangled or fully separable. Fig. 5 illustrates the use of
SNNS for classification purposes when the target state
is either the Bell state | +i = (|01i12 + |10i12)/
p
2 or
the separable state |'i = |+i1 |0i2 with  x |+i = |+i and
 x the x Pauli matrix. The learning paths of the SNNS
performs the classification successfully, whilst the free,
entangled learner learns both states with ease. Note that
SNNS when targeting the Bell state achieves a fidelity
of F1|2 ⇡ 1/
p
2 which aligns with the maximum over-
lap between any Bell state and the set of all separable
bipartite states.
Increasing the target system size to three qubits im-
mediately increases the complexity of the classification
problem, such that a state is tripartite entangled, bisepa-
rable (which is three-fold degenerate) or fully separable.
The degeneracy of biseparability is due to the arrange-
ment of entanglement between parties, which the appro-
priate SNNS are able to distinguish. Fig. 6 displays the
ability of SNNS to both detect K-separability and iden-
tify the particular permutation of entangled parties (Kj-
separability). A similar investigation is illustrated for the
four/six qubit cases in Fig. 7, which show the power of
the classification protocol that is capable of providing
complete entanglement descriptions of pure target states.
. . l ifi ti f t o-qubit quantum states. Panel (a)
r rts t l r i t s f a free learner |ΨFree
Ω
〉 (blue) and
a se ara le lear er ( ra e) atte pting to reconstruct a two
qubit ell state |Ψ+〉 (|01〉 |10〉)/√2 such that the separa-
ble learner |Ψ1|2
Ω
〉 is unable to acquire a maximal fidelity, whilst
the free learner easily achieves unit fidelity. Instead, |Ψ1|2
Ω
〉 con-
verges to the maximum fidelity that the set of separable states
can acquire with |Ψ+〉, which is 1/√2. Panel (b) illustrates the
behaviour of both the entangled learner |ΨFree
Ω
〉 and the separa-
ble learner |Ψ1|2
Ω
〉 converging to unit fidelity while reconstruct-
ing a separable two qubit state |ϕ〉 = |+〉1 |0〉2.
This approach provides a consistent rule for deciding
how a target state is entangled. The application of this
method relies on the accuracy of the learning regime to
maintain a low variance throughout its full spectrum of
fidelities, since an arbitrarily large variance will render
the result redundant. Nonetheless, this method of clas-
sifying the entanglement properties of target states re-
sembles that of entanglement witnesses. If a K-separable
learner achieves an optimal reconstruction fidelity with
a performance similar to the free learner, then the NNS
witnesses this state as entangled in this way. Otherwise,
it does not witness the state and this binary classification
delivers the contrary result.
A much more detailed classification can be carried out
by more closely investigating the resultant fidelities of
all restricted learners according to a set of separabilities,
not j st those that achieve optimal fidelities with respect
t the free learner. Instead, on can consider the r lative
fidelity of the K j-separable learner with respect to the
fre learner as a measure of how much K j- eparability is
manifested within the target state. Defining the relative
fidelity
RK j =
〈FK j〉
〈FFree〉 , (15)
an approximate, local entanglement measure can be de-
vised in accordance with the general properties of an en-
tanglement measure [13]
EK j = 1 −R2K j . (16)
Note that we now refer to K j-separability, such that this
is a sub-genre of the more g neral K-separability. Classi-
fication does not necessarily require this distinction, but
m asurement of K j-separabili y is not a complete reflec-
tion of K-separability, as there exist PK − 1 other con-
tributions to this measure. Thus, a complete measure of
K-separability requires an analysis of all such contribu-
tions.
The quantifier in Eq. (16) is inspired from the
well known Geometric Measure of Entanglement
(GME) [14]. The quantity EK j strives at quantifying the
lack of representability according to K j-separability. In
an ideal scenario, all optimisation procedures are per-
fectly convergent such that for a target state |ϕ〉, any
SNNS |ΨK j
Ω
〉 will reconstruct the closest K j-separable
state to the target state |ϕ′K j〉. One can define the over-
lap between such states as the critical fidelity
αK j = maxK j-sep
‖〈ϕ|ϕ′K j〉‖, (17)
as it defines maximum fidelity between a target state and
the set of K j-separable states. In such ideal case, the
relative fidelity and local entanglement measure become
RK j =
| 〈ϕ|ϕ′K j〉 |√
〈ϕ′K j |ϕ′K j〉 〈ϕ|ϕ〉
= ‖〈ϕ|ϕ′K j〉‖ (18)
so thatRK j recovers the critical fidelity and EK j the GME
for multipartite, pure state entanglement.
IV. RESULTS
The following results and simulations are used to illus-
trate the effectiveness of the entangl ment classification
protocol. We begin with the simplest c as ification prob-
lem of bipartite eparability and proceed to more com-
plex states of up to six qubits. Such sizes allow for the in-
vestigation of non-trivial multipartite entangled systems
without the complications entailed by large many-body
systems. Each lassification i characterised by a “learn-
ing path” which depicts the evolu ion of the fidelity of the
free learner and a separabl learner throughout the state
reconstruction procedure. Learning pat s which follow a
convergent trajectory towards unit fidelity indicate a cor-
rect classification of the state with the separability prop-
erties of the learner in question. Paths which converge
with sub-optimal fidelities, or which do not converge at
all, indicate a witnessing of entanglement with respect to
the appropriate form of separability.
We start addressing the two-qubit case, a situation for
which entanglement classification is a binary decision
problem as a pure two-qubit state is simply either en-
tangled or fully separable. Fig. 5 illustrates the use of
SNNS for classification purposes when the target state
is either the Bell state |Ψ+〉 = (|01〉12 + |10〉12)/
√
2 or
the separable state |ϕ〉 = |+〉1 |0〉2 with σx |+〉 = |+〉 and
σx the x Pauli matrix. The learning paths of the SNNS
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FIG. 6. Examples of the ability of SNNS to distinguish between Kj-separable learners. Here, three tri-separable learners of the
forms | 12|3
⌦
i (green), | 13|2
⌦
i (orange) and | 1|23
⌦
i (blue) are employed to distinguish between the exact form of separability of target
state. In each case, only the learner with the correct form of tri-separability can conclusively classify the target state through
convergent learning. In panel (a) we have considered |'i = | +i{1,2} |+i3, in panel (b) |'i = | +i{1,3} |+i2, while panel (c) is for
|'i = |+i1 | +i{2,3}.
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FIG. 7. Entanglement witnessing via NNS. Panel (a) depicts a four-qubit “double Bell State”, i.e. a product state of two Bell states in
the {1, 2}-vs-{3, 4} bipartition. We show results gathered by employing learners prepared in the states | Free
⌦
i (orange curve), | 12|34
⌦
i
(blue curve), | 12|3|4
⌦
i (green curve), | 1|2|34
⌦
i (purple curve), | 1|2|3|4
⌦
i (red curve). The NNS with in the appropriate separable form
(blue curve) achieves maximal fidelity throughout the optimisation process, whilst the triseparable and fully separable learners
achieve sub-optimal convergences. Panel (b) depicts a similar situation but with a biseparable state in the splitting {1, 2, 3}-vs-
{4} containing a tripartite entangled |GHZi state, with a set of learners in the separable forms | 123|4
⌦
i (blue), | 12|34
⌦
i (orange),
| 1|2|34
⌦
i (green), | 12|3|4
⌦
i (red). The NNS in the appropriate separable form (blue line) achieves maximal fidelity throughout the
optimisation process, whilst the triseparable learners achieve suboptimal convergences. Panel (c) reports a similar classification
process for a random six-qubit state that is biseparable in the {1, 2, 3}-vs-{4, 5, 6} bipartition using | Free
⌦
i (blue), | 123|456
⌦
i (orange),
| 1|3|2456
⌦
i (red), | 1|2|3|4|5|6
⌦
i (green). Panel (a) is for |'i = | +i{1,2} | +i{2,3}, panel (b) for |'i = |GHZi{1,2,3} |+i4 and panel (c) was a
{1, 2, 3} ⌦ {4, 5, 6} biseparable 6 qubit state.
Furthermore GMEs can be created to compliment the
classification process and provide better insight into the
entanglement properties of a target state. The exam-
ple target states in Figs. 5 (a) and (b) convey the ex-
treme cases of maximal entanglement and complete sep-
arability respectively, however a bipartite state can con-
tain any amount of entanglement such that its classifi-
cation is less obvious. In this way, Fig. 8 (a) depicts
the relative fidelity and GME of a variable Bell state
|'(p)i = pp |00i + p1   p |11i constructed by monitor-
ing the performance of the separable learner with |'(p)i
for many values of p in the interval p 2 [0, 1]. Sim-
ilarly considering a variable, three qubit state |'(p)i =
p |Wi + p1   p |W¯i, it is by no means trivial to ask
whether this state is separable for any value of p. Con-
structing an approximate GME for any form of entangle-
ment, as seen in Fig. 8 (b), shows that |'(p)i possesses a
degree of entanglement for all values of p 2 [0, 1], and
is never fully separable. Similar investigations could be
performed to measure biseparability throughout the in-
FIG. 6. Examples of the ability of t istinguish between K j-separabl learners. Here, three tri-separable learners of the
forms |Ψ12|3
Ω
〉 (green), |Ψ13|2
Ω
〉 (orange) and |Ψ1|23
Ω
〉 (blue) are employed to distinguish between the exact form of separability of target
state. In each case, only the learner with the correct form of tri-separability can conclusively classify the target state through
convergent learning. In panel (a) we have considered |ϕ〉 = |Φ+〉{1,2} |+〉3, in panel (b) |ϕ〉 = |Φ+〉{1,3} |+〉2, while panel (c) is for
|ϕ〉 = |+〉1 |Φ+〉{2,3}.
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FIG. 6. Examples of the ability of SNNS to distinguish between Kj-separable learners. Here, three tri-separable learners of the
forms | 12|3
⌦
i (green), | 13|2
⌦
i (orange) and | 1|23
⌦
i (blue) are employed to distinguish between the exact form of separability of target
state. In each case, only the learner with the correct form of tri-separability can conclusively classify the target state through
convergent learning. In panel (a) we have considered |'i = | +i{1,2} |+i3, in panel (b) |'i = | +i{1,3} |+i2, while panel (c) is for
|'i = +i1 | +i{2,3}.
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FIG. 7. Entanglement witnessing via NNS. Panel (a) depicts a four-qubit “double Bell State”, i.e. a product state of two Bell states in
the {1, 2}-vs-{3, 4} bipartition. We show results gathered by employing learners prepared in the states | Free
⌦
i (orange curve), | 12|34
⌦
i
(blue curve), | 12|3|4
⌦
i (green curve), | 1|2|34
⌦
i (purple curve), | 1|2|3|4
⌦
i (red curve). The NNS with in the appropriate separable form
(blue curve) achieves maximal fidelity throughout the optimisation process, whilst t triseparable and fully se ar ble learners
achieve sub-optimal convergences. Panel (b) depicts a similar ituation but with a biseparable st te in the splitting {1, 2, 3}-vs-
{4} containing a tripartite entangled |GHZi state, with a set of learners i the separable forms | 123|4
⌦
i (blue), | 12|34
⌦
i (orange),
| 1|2|34
⌦
i (green), | 12|3|4
⌦
i (red). The NNS in the appropri te separable fo m (blue line) achi ves aximal fidelity throughout the
optimisation process, whilst the triseparable learners achieve suboptimal convergences. Panel (c) reports a similar classification
process for a random six-qubit state that is biseparable in the {1, 2, 3}-vs-{4, 5, 6} bipartition using | Free
⌦
i (blue), | 123|456
⌦
i (orange),
| 1|3|2456
⌦
i (red), | 1|2|3|4|5|6
⌦
i (green). Panel (a) is for |'i = | +i{1,2} | +i{2,3}, panel (b) for |'i = |GHZi{1,2,3} |+i4 and panel (c) was a
{1, 2, 3} ⌦ {4, 5, 6} biseparable 6 qubit state.
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classification process and provide better insight into the
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FIG. 7. Entanglement witnessing via NNS. Panel (a) depicts a four-qubit “double Bell State”, i.e. a product state of two Bell states in
the {1, 2}-vs-{3, 4} bipartition. We show results gathered by employing learners prepared in the states | Free
⌦
i (orange curve), | 12|34
⌦
i
(blue curve), | 12|3|4
⌦
i (green curv ), | 1|2|34
⌦
i (pur le curve), | 1|2|3|4
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i (red curve). The NNS with in the appropriate separable form
(blue curve) achieves maximal fid lity throughout the optimisatio process, hilst the triseparable and fully separable learners
achieve sub-optimal convergences. Panel (b) de icts a similar situation but with a biseparable state in the splitting {1, 2, 3}-vs-
{4} containing a tripartite entangled |GHZi state, with a s t of learners i the separable forms | 123|4
⌦
i (blue), | 12|34
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i ( range),
| 1|2|34
⌦
i (green), | 12|3|4
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i (red). The NNS in the appropriate separable form (blue line) achieves maximal fidelity throughout the
optimisation process, whilst th triseparable learners achieve suboptimal convergences. Panel (c) reports a similar classification
process for a random six-qubit state that is biseparable in the {1, 2, 3}-vs-{4, 5, 6} bipartition using | Free
⌦
i (blue), | 123|456
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i (orange),
| 1|3|2456
⌦
i (red), | 1|2|3|4|5|6
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i (green). Panel (a) is for |'i = | +i{1,2} | +i{2,3}, panel (b) for |'i = |GHZi{1,2,3} |+i4 and panel (c) was a
{1, 2, 3} ⌦ {4, 5, 6} biseparable 6 qubit state.
Furthermore GMEs can be created to compliment the
classification process and provide better insight into the
entanglement properties of a target state. The exam-
ple target states in Figs. 5 (a) and (b) convey the ex-
treme cases of maximal entanglement and complete sep-
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tain any amount of entanglement such that its classifi-
cation is less obvious. In this way, Fig. 8 (a) depicts
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(blue curve) achieves maximal fidelity throughout the optimisation process, whilst the triseparable and fully separable learners
achieve sub-optimal convergences. Panel (b) depicts a similar situation but with a biseparable state in the splitting {1, 2, 3}-vs-
{4} containing a tripartite entangled |GHZ〉 state, with a set of learners in the separable for s |Ψ123|4
Ω
〉 (blue), |Ψ12|34
Ω
〉 (orange),
|Ψ1|2|34
Ω
〉 (green), |Ψ12|3|4
Ω
〉 (red). The NNS in the appropriate separable form (blue line) achieves maximal fidelity throughout the
optimisation process, whilst the triseparable learners achieve suboptimal convergences. Panel (c) reports a similar classification
process for a random six-qubit state that is biseparable in the {1, 2, 3}-vs-{4, 5, 6} bipartition using |ΨFree
Ω
〉 (blue), |Ψ123|456
Ω
〉 (orange),
|Ψ1|3|2456
Ω
〉 (red), |Ψ1|2|3|4|5|6
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〉 (green). Panel (a) is for |ϕ〉 = |Φ+〉{1,2} |Φ+〉{2,3}, panel (b) for |ϕ〉 = |GHZ〉{1,2,3} |+〉4 and panel (c) was a
{1, 2, 3} ⊗ {4, 5, 6} biseparable 6 qubit state.
performs the classification successfully, whilst the fr e,
entangled learner lea ns b th st tes with ease. Note that
SNNS when targe ing th B ll state c ieve a fid lity
of F1|2 ≈ 1/
√
2 which aligns with the maximum over-
lap between any Bell state and the set of all separable
bipartite states.
Increasing the target system size o three qubits im-
mediately increases the complexity of the classification
problem, such that a state is tripartite entangled, bisepa-
rable (which is three-fold degenerate) or fully separable.
The degeneracy of biseparability is due to the arrange-
ment of enta lement b tween part e , which the appro-
pr ate SNNS are able to distinguish. Fig. 6 displays the
ability of SNNS to both detect K-separability and iden-
tify the particular permutati n of entangled parti s (K j-
separability). A similar investigati is illu trated for the
four/six qubit cas s in Fig. 7, which show the power of
the classification protocol that is capable of providing
complete entanglement descriptions of pure target states.
Furthermore GMEs can be created to compliment the
classification process and provide better insight into the
entanglement properties of a target state. The exam-
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FIG. 8. Panel (a) shows the approximate GME plotted for the two-qubit state |'(p)i = pp |00i + p1   p |11i. The orange curve
plots the fully separable Relative FidelityR1|2, whilst the blue curve plots the GME E1|2. Panel (b) is for the approximate geometric
measure of entanglement E1|2|3 (orange) and relative fidelity R1|2|3 (blue) for the state |'(p)i as a function of p. Panel (c) depicts a
classification protocol aimed at the target state |'(p = 1/2)i by employing the learners | Free
⌦
i (blue), | 12|3
⌦
i (orange), | 13|2
⌦
i (green),
| 23|1
⌦
i (red) and | 1|2|3
⌦
i (purple), which deduce that the state is still multipartite entangled but to a lesser degree. Panel (b) is for
E1|2|3 for |'(p)i = p |Wi +
p
1   p |W¯i, while panel (c) for the choice p = 1/2.
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FIG. 9. Entanglement classification for a four-qubit cluster
state |C4i built on a one-dimensional lattice, using an SNNS
with a double hidden layer architecture, separating phase and
amplitude learning. The free learner | Free
⌦,⌅ i (blue) reconstructs|C4i to the maximal degree over a su cient number of learn-
ing iterations, whilst the biseparable learner | 12|34
⌦,⌅
i (orange)
reaches a maximal value of fidelity of 1/
p
2.
convergent learning).
Finally, on the investigation of entangled states with
non-trivial phase structures, one can utilise SNNS with
network architectures according to Sec. III, with the ap-
plied separability conditions applied, and a natural gra-
dient descent optimisation protocol. Particularly inter-
esting states that fall into this category are that of cluster
states, which are of great significance to quantum com-
puting [6, 15]. Given a d-dimensional square lattice of
vertices V = {1, . . . ,N}, with connections between sites
that define a neighbourhood,N connecting vertices (i, j),
a cluster state is given by
|Cd,N i =
Y
(i, j)2N
U(i, j)
O
k2V
|+ik , (19)
where U(i, j) = diag(1, 1, 1, 1) is a controlled-phase gate
between qubits on sites (i, j). The four-qubit cluster
state built on a one-dimensional lattice |C4i = (|0000i +
|0011i + |1100i   |1111i)1234/2 can be recast into the
form |C4i = |00i{12} | +i{34}+ |11i{12} |  i{34} with |  i =
(1 ⌦  z) | +i. The local-phase di↵erence between | +i
and | +i removes the the {1, 2} ⌦ {3, 4} biseparability
seen in the double Bell state | +i ⌦ | +i, investigated in
Fig. 7 and produces the behaviour witnessed via SNNS
in Fig. 9.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER LOOK
SNNSs o↵er a powerful and versatile tool in order to
attack the problem of entanglement classification. With
a su ciently powerful learning mechanism, this classifi-
cation method could be far reaching and proven powerful
for larger, many body quantum systems.
Nonetheless, the problem of entanglement classifica-
tion will remain a considerable roadblock. For systems
of large N, the number of ways in which a state may
be entangled is overwhelmingly large, and thus demand-
ing a complete, global search of separability properties
by using all possible K-separable learners is unfeasible.
The need for some a priori knowledge about the state,
or about the form of separability one wishes to clas-
sify (such as full separability, or genuine N-partite en-
tanglement) becomes essential, and greatly narrows the
search. In this way, classification of larger systems be-
comes much more realistic using the SNNS method.
FIG. 8. Panel (a) shows the appr i t E plotted for the two-qubit state |ϕ(p)〉 = √p |00〉 + √1 − p |11〉. The orange curve
plots the fully separable Relative Fidelity 1|2, whilst the blue curve plots the GME E1|2. Panel (b) is for the approximate geometric
measure of entanglement E1|2|3 (orange) and relative fidelity R1|2|3 (blue) for the state |ϕ(p)〉 as a function of p. Panel (c) depicts a
classification protocol aimed at the target state |ϕ(p = 1/2)〉 by employing the learners |ΨFree
Ω
〉 (blue), |Ψ12|3
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〉 (orange), |Ψ13|2
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〉 (green),
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〉 (red) and |Ψ1|2|3
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〉 (purple), which deduce that the state is still multipartite entangled but to a lesser degree. Panel (b) is for
E1|2|3 for |ϕ(p)〉 = p |W〉 +
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1 − p |W¯〉, while panel (c) for the choice p = 1/2.
ple target states in Figs. 5 (a) and (b) convey the ex-
treme cases of maximal entanglement and complete sep-
arability r spectively, however a bipartite state can con-
tain any amount of entanglement such that its classifi-
cation is less obvious. In this way, Fig. 8 (a) depicts
the relative fidelity and GME of a variable Bell state
|ϕ(p)〉 = √p |00〉 + √1 − p |11〉 constructed by monitor-
ing the performance of the separable learner with |ϕ(p)〉
for many values of p in the interval p ∈ [0, 1]. Sim-
ilarly considering a variable, three qubit state |ϕ(p)〉 =
p |W〉 + √1 − p |W¯〉, it is by no means trivial to ask
whether this state is separable for any value of p. Con-
structing an approximate GME for any form of entangle-
ment, as seen in Fig. 8 (b), shows that |ϕ(p)〉 possesses a
degree of nt glement for all values of p ∈ [0, 1], and
is never fully separable. Simil r investigations could be
performed to measure biseparability throughout the in-
terval and this concept may extend to any form of sep-
arability of interest in an N qubit state (provided stable,
convergent learning).
Finally, on the investigation of entangled states with
non-trivial phase structures, one can utilise SNNS with
network architectures according to Sec. III, with the ap-
plied separability conditions applied, and a natural gra-
dient descent optimisation protocol. Particularly inter-
esting states that fall i to this category are that of cluster
states, which are of great significance to quantum com-
puting [6, 15]. Given a d-d mensi nal squ re lattice of
vertic s V = {1, . . . ,N}, with conne tions between sites
that define a neighbourhood,N connecting vertices (i, j),
a cluster state is given by
|Cd,N 〉 =
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(i, j)∈N
U(i, j)
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k∈V
|+〉k , (19)
where U(i, j) = diag(1, 1, 1,−1) is a controlled-phase gate
between qubits on sites (i, j). The four-qubit cluster
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FIG. 8. Panel (a) shows the approximate GME plotted for the two-qubit state |'(p)i = pp |00i + p1   p |11i. The orange curve
plots the fully separable Relative FidelityR1|2, whilst the blue curve plots the GME E1|2. Panel (b) is for the approximate geometric
measure of entanglement E1|2|3 (orange) and relative fidelity R1|2|3 (blue) for the state |'(p)i as a function of p. Panel (c) depicts a
classification protocol aimed at the target state |'(p = 1/2)i by employing the learners | Free
⌦
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FIG. 9. Entanglement classification for a four-qubit cluster
state |C4i built on a one-dimensional lattice, using an SNNS
wi h a double hidden layer architecture, separating phase and
amplitude learning. The free learner | Free
⌦,⌅ i (blue) reconstructs|C4i to the maximal degree over a su cient number of learn-
ing iterations, whilst the biseparable learner | 12|34
⌦,⌅
i (orange)
reaches a maxim l value of fidelity f 1/
p
2.
convergent learning).
Finally, on the investigation of entangled states with
non-trivial phase structures, one can utilise SNNS with
network architectures according to Sec. III, with the ap-
plied separability conditions applied, and a natural gra-
dient descent optimisation protocol. Particularly inter-
esting states that fall into this category are that of cluster
states, which are of great significance to quantum com-
puting [6, 15]. Given a d-dimensional square lattice of
vertices V = {1, . . . ,N}, with connections between sites
that define a neighbourhood,N connecting vertices (i, j),
a cluster state is given by
|Cd,N i =
Y
(i, j)2N
U(i, j)
O
k2V
|+ik , (19)
where U(i, j) = diag(1, 1, 1, 1) is a controlled-phase gate
between qubits on sites (i, j). The four-qubit cluster
state built on a one-dimensional lattice |C4i = (|0000i +
|0011i + |1100i   |1111i)1234/2 can be recast into the
form |C4i = |00i{12} | +i{34}+ |11i{12} |  i{34} with |  i =
(1 ⌦  z) | +i. The local-phase di↵erence between | +i
and | +i removes the the {1, 2} ⌦ {3, 4} biseparability
seen in the double Bell state | +i ⌦ | +i, investigated in
Fig. 7 and produces the behaviour witnessed via SNNS
in Fig. 9.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER LOOK
SNNSs o↵er a powerful and versatile tool in order to
attack the problem of entanglement classification. With
a su ciently powerful learning mechanism, this classifi-
cation method could be far reaching and proven powerful
for larger, many body quantum systems.
Nonetheless, the problem of entanglement classifica-
tion will remain a considerable roadblock. For systems
of large N, the number of ways in which a state may
be entangled is overwhelmingly large, and thus demand-
ing a complete, global search of separability properties
by using all possible K-separable learners is unfeasible.
The need for some a priori knowledge about the state,
or about the form of separability one wishes to clas-
sify (such as full separability, or genuine N-partite en-
tanglement) becomes essential, and greatly narrows the
search. In this way, classification of larger systems be-
comes much more realistic using the SNNS method.
FIG. 8. Panel (a) shows the appr i t E plotted for the two-qubit state |'(p)i = pp |00i + p1   p |11i. The orange curve
plots the fully separable Relative Fidelity 1|2, whilst the blue curve plots the GME E1|2. Panel (b) is for the approximate geometric
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FIG. 9. Entangle ent classification for a four-qubit cluster
state |C4i built on a one-dimensional lattice, using an SNNS
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convergent learning).
Finally, on the investigation f entangled states with
non-trivial phase structures, one can utilise SNNS with
network architectures according to Sec. III, with the ap-
plied separability conditions applied, and a natural gra-
dient descent optimisation protocol. Particularly inter-
esting states that fall into this category are that of cluster
states, which are of great significance to quantum com-
puting [6, 15]. Given a d-dimensional square lattice of
vertices V = {1, . . . ,N}, with connections between sites
that define a neighbourhood,N connecting vertices (i, j),
a cluster state is given by
|Cd,N i =
Y
(i, j)2N
U(i, j)
O
k2V
|+ik , (19)
where U(i, j) = diag(1, 1, 1, 1) s a controlled-phase gate
between qubits on sites (i, j). The four-qubit cluster
state built on a one-dimensional lattice |C4i = (|0000i +
|0011i + |1100i   |1111i)1234/2 can be recast into the
form |C4i = |00i{12} | +i{34}+ |11i{12} |  i{34} with |  i =
(1 ⌦  z) | +i. The local-phase di↵erence between | +i
and | +i removes the the {1, 2} ⌦ {3, 4} biseparability
seen in the double Bell state | +i ⌦ | +i, investigated in
Fig. 7 and produces the behaviour witnessed via SNNS
in Fig. 9.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER LOOK
SNNSs o↵er a powerful and versatile tool in order to
attack the problem of entanglement classification. With
a su ciently powerful learning mechanism, this classifi-
cation method could be far reaching and proven powerful
for larger, many body quantum systems.
N netheless, the problem of entanglement classifica-
tion will remain a considerable oadblock. For systems
of large N, th number of ays in whic a state may
be entangled is overwhelmingly large, and thus demand-
ing a complete, global search of separability properties
by using all possible K-separable learners is unfeasible.
The need for some a priori knowledge about the state,
or about the form of separability one wishes to clas-
sify (such as full separability, or genuine N-partite en-
tanglement) becomes essential, and greatly narrows the
search. In this way, classification of larger systems be-
comes much more realistic using the SNNS method.
FIG. 9. Entanglement classification for a four-qubit cluster
state |C4〉 built on a one-dimensional lattice, using an SNNS
with a double hidde layer architecture, separating phase and
amplitude learning. The free learner |ΨFree
Ω,Ξ 〉 (blue) reconstructs|C4〉 to the maximal degree over a sufficient number of learn-
ing iterations, whilst the biseparable learner |Ψ12|34
Ω,Ξ
〉 (orange)
reaches a maximal value of fidelity of 1/
√
2.
state built on a one-dimensional lattice |C4〉 = (|0000〉 +
|0011〉 + |1100〉 − |1111〉)1234/2 can be recast into the
form |C4〉 = |00〉{12} |Φ+〉{34}+ |11〉{12} |Φ−〉{34} with |Φ−〉 =
(1 ⊗ σz) |Φ+〉. The local-phase difference between |Φ+〉
and |Φ+〉 removes the the {1, 2} ⊗ {3, 4} biseparability
seen in the double Bell state |Φ+〉 ⊗ |Φ+〉, investigated in
Fi . 7 and produces the behaviour witnessed via SN
in Fig. 9.
9V. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER LOOK
SNNSs offer a powerful and versatile tool in order to
attack the problem of entanglement classification. With
a sufficiently powerful learning mechanism, this classifi-
cation method could be far reaching and proven powerful
for larger, many body quantum systems.
Nonetheless, the problem of entanglement classifica-
tion will remain a considerable roadblock. For systems
of large N, the number of ways in which a state may
be entangled is overwhelmingly large, and thus demand-
ing a complete, global search of separability properties
by using all possible K-separable learners is unfeasible.
The need for some a priori knowledge about the state,
or about the form of separability one wishes to clas-
sify (such as full separability, or genuine N-partite en-
tanglement) becomes essential, and greatly narrows the
search. In this way, classification of larger systems be-
comes much more realistic using the SNNS method.
There are many further extensions and investigations
worth pursuing following the introduction of SNNSs to
classify entanglement. Most importantly is the exten-
sion from pure states to mixed states in a manner that
maintains the power and efficiency that motivates this
approach. Efficient ANN parameterisations of mixed
states have been developed through the addition of a hid-
den “mixing” layer to the RBM architecture to create a
Neural Density Matrix [16, 17]. Research into encod-
ing separability properties into these machine architec-
tures is worth exploring. An initial starting point may
be aimed at generalising network conditions that invoke
K j-separability into K-separability, which could improve
both pure and mixed state simulation abilities. A fur-
ther, exciting, extension of this research may be to in-
troduce generative neural network models that can nu-
merically simulate higher dimensional quantum systems
i.e qudits, and even infinite dimensional systems by con-
structing models within a finite-dimensional phase space.
Reworking the neural network framework in a way that
allows for this versatility, whilst maintaining the ability
to manufacture properties such as separability and poten-
tially Gaussianity, could provide a worthy tool that has
far reaching applications in quantum communications,
computing and more.
With growing interest being accrued at the interface
of quantum information and machine learning [10, 18],
the integration of entanglement classification protocols
offers an exciting avenue of exploration.
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Appendix A: Natural Gradient Descent for Quantum State
Reconstruction
Here we derive the quantum state reconstruction
scheme using the natural gradient [11], utilising an NNS
with two parallel hidden layers as described in Section
(II.B). As before we ask the question: How can we opti-
mise the parameters of the NNS, α = {Ω,Ξ} in order to
minimise the “distance” (maximise the fidelity) between
the NNS and the target state? That is
|Ψα(~s)〉 −−−−−→
optimise
|Ψα′ (~s)〉 ≡ |ϕ(~s)〉 , (A1)
α = {Ω,Ξ} −−−−−→
optimise
α′ = {Ω′,Ξ′}, (A2)
where α admits the complete set of parameters for both
amplitude and phase learning. Consider an infinitesi-
mally small perturbation δαk performed on the kth pa-
rameter of the neural network. A linear approximation to
the state is given by,
|Ψα+δαk〉 = |Ψα〉 +
∑
k
δαk
∂ |Ψα〉
∂αk
= |Ψα〉 +
∑
k
δαkOk |Ψα〉
(A3)
where the Ok are defined as diagonal matrices whose
non-zero elements the partial derivative of the natural
logarithm of the NNS vector with respect to the kth net-
work parameter [17], i.e,
Ok =
∂ ln(|Ψα〉)
∂αk
=
1
|Ψα〉
∂ |Ψα〉
∂αk
(A4)
In order to reconstruct the target quantum state we wish
to force the parameters of the network α to evolve such
that the state |Ψα〉 is equivalent to that of the target state
|ϕ〉. Therefore, we wish to minimise the “distance” be-
tween the target state and the NNS at every variational
perturbation of the parameters. One way of measuring
this distance is using the Schatten-2 norm,
δ =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥|Ψα〉 + ∑k δαkOk |Ψα〉 − |ϕ〉
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
2
2
(A5)
Through the minimisation of this functional, it is possible
to obtain an expression for the perturbation δαk to the
kth parameter of the network that will optimise the NNS
towards the target state. In fact, minimisation of δ in
return of δαk provides a metric,
α′k = αk + η δαk (A6)
where η is the learning rate. Using this iterative update
rule to the network, with a small enough η and enough
variational updates, convergence towards the target state
should be guaranteed. Defining the operator F ,
F = (|Ψα〉 − |ϕ〉) 〈Ψα||Ψα|2
(A7)
one reveals the system of equations for which the min-
imisation of Eq. (A5) is achieved are∑
l
S klδαl = fk (A8)
S kl = 〈Ψα|O†kOl |Ψα〉 + 〈Ψα|O†l Ok |Ψα〉 (A9)
fk = 〈Ψα|F†Ok |Ψα〉 + 〈Ψα|O†kF |Ψα〉 (A10)
Here, S kl denote the elements of a covariance matrix S,
and fk the elements of a generalised force vector ~f . By
constructing this set of equations, the method of natural
gradient descent for the this optimisation scheme can be
achieved by defining the metric δαl which is natural to
the variational subspace being explored
δαl =
∑
k
S −1l,k fk, (A11)
and an update to the variational parameters at every iter-
ation in the optimisation is thence,
α′l = αl + η
∑
k
S −1lk fk (A12)
where S lk−1 denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse,
since this matrix is generally non-invertible. The quan-
tum expectation values throughout S kl and fk can be effi-
ciently computed as statistical expectation values 〈· · ·〉α
according to the probability distribution of the NNS.
Rewriting the covariance matrix and generalised forces
in this way,
S kl ∝ Re
〈
O∗kOl
〉
α
, fk ∝ Re
〈
O∗kF
〉
α
, (A13)
they can be incorporated into an iterative numerical
method to compute the update rule at every iteration.
Appendix B: Degeneracy of Specific Separabilities for
Multipartite States
Consider an N-partite state |ψ〉 whose entanglement
properties are described by the set of K disjoint sub-
sets S = {S j} j=1,...,K which defines the subsets that con-
tain the indices of potentially entangled qubits (arbitrar-
ily qubits, could be qudits) in the state. A state is deemed
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S-separable if it is described by this set of exact parti-
tions. This is the most detailed level of entanglement
classification we can achieve.
Now let M be the set that defines the size of each
of these entangled subsets, i.e M for S is given by
{m j = |S j|} j=1,...,K . A state is deemed M-separable if
it is described by entangled sub-collections of these di-
mensions. Given an arbitrary form of K-separability we
wish to deduce how many forms of S-separability are at-
tributed to it.
Whilst S-separability describes a specific separable
order of entangled qubits, we can define M-separability
as a specific separable order of m j-dimension entangled
qubit sets, which is therefore less degenerate than S
(many ordered sets S may correspond to a single M).
By finding the number of ways that a state may be M-
separable, we can then use the degeneracy of M with
respect to the creation of K partitions to find total degen-
eracy.
When constructing an entanglement set (S,M), as
each S j is filled with indices of entangled qubits, the pos-
sible choices of qubits for subsequent subsets diminishes
(since they are all disjoint). Hence for m j ∈ M, the
number of possible permutations are given by the multi-
nomial coefficient,
P =
K∏
i=1
(
N −∑ij=1 m j
mi
)
=
(
N
m1,m2, . . . ,mK
)
=
(
N
M
)
.
(B1)
However, counting in this manner disregards cyclic in-
variance of separabilities i.e shuffling subsets in S does
not alter the separability of the state. Hence we must
further reduce P by removing these duplicates. Such du-
plicates will only occur whenever the total set contains
subsets of equivalent size, mi = m j for some i , j ∈
{1, . . . ,K}. We define the function g(l) = ∑ki=1 δ(mi, l)
as that which counts the degeneracy of subsets of size l,
where δ is the Kronecker delta function.
We can then find the number of ways that a M-
separable state is S-separable,
PM =
[ m˜∏
l=1
g(l)!
]−1( N
M
)
. (B2)
where m˜ = max (M). We are now left to find how many
ways a K-separable state can be constructed using M-
separability. This is equivalent to searching for the num-
ber of solutions to
∑K
i=1 mi = N, for mi ∈M and fixed K.
That is, how many ways can construct a set {m1, . . . ,mK}
such that these elements sum to N. The solution to this is
given by the partition function of exactly K parts P(n,K)
[19], which has the generating function,∑
n
P(n,K)xK = x
K∏K
i=1(1 − xi)
(B3)
and can thus use to determine the degeneracy of M-
separability with respect to K-separability. Hence for an
N-partite state, the number of ways in which we can ar-
range the N-qubits into K entangled collections is given
by,
GK =
P(N,K)∑
n=1
[ m˜n∏
l=1
g(l)!
]−1( N
Mn
)
. (B4)
Therefore the total number of unique forms of separa-
bility (discounting genuine, complete multipartite entan-
glement) is G =
∑N
K=2 GK . This result indeed agrees
with the more concise answer to the total number of S-
separabilities attributed to an N-partite quantum system.
This is given by the Bell numbers which can be calcu-
lated using Dobin´ski’s formula [20],
BN =
1
e
∞∑
k=0
kN
k!
. (B5)
It can be seen that the first few Bell numbers do indeed
generate the number of S-separabilities for N elements,
B1 = 1, B2 = 2, B3 = 5, B4 = 15, B5 = 52, . . . .
The Bell numbers count all forms entanglement for an
N-partite system with respect to S-separability. However
they do not detail the degeneracy of the more specific K-
separability, which is instead given by Eq. (B4).
